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chants in January, 1934: "Keep prices down—for God's
sake, keep prices down* That and that alone is the royal road
to recovery/*
In regions and occupations of traditionally low wages, as
among Southern mill towns, the employers* answer to the
NRA was often to utilize the stretch-out and speed-up in
order to achieve the same output without additions to the
pay roll.* Furthermore, its fixing of wages solely on a man-
hour basis rather than by production units discriminated
against the smaller and less mechanized industries. In conse-
quence the NRA often lifted manufacturing costs by half
or more, or else encouraged the scrapping of hand processes
and obsolescent equipment to speed the cycle of technological
unemployment.
Violation of codes by those displaying the Blue Eagle be-
came so manifold that after a few months the public began
to wax cynical* In vain did General Johnson storm against
"chiselers" and threaten a "crackdown/* Policing, half-
hearted and ill-financed, soon grew as lax as under national
prohibition in its dying days; violent spasms of enforcement
bore results equally demoralizing, "Little NRA'* laws passed
by certain emulous states multiplied the chaos. When a small
tailor in Jersey City was jailed for pressing suits at less than
the state code price, foes of the NRA seized upon the incident
to damn the federal system, though it was in no direct way
involved. The most conspicuous rebel to defy the Blue Eagle,
rugged old Henry Ford, suffered no apparent loss in sales;
indeed, under the swelling outcry against the NRA, he came
to be hailed in conservative circles as a hero.
So many curses, merited and unmerited, rained upon the
* For a North Carolina mill worker's complaint on this point, see These
Are Our Lives (Chapel Hill 1939), 209-210. Yet, like so many of the rank
and file, he discriminated between the errors of the NRA and the leader of the
New Deal, adding: "I do think that Roosevelt is the biggest-hearted man we
ever had in the White House. . . . It's the first time in my ricollection that a
president ever got tip and said, Tm interested in and aim to do somethin* for
the workin* man/ **

